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Groupie 

 A groupie, as defined by Webster’s Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the 

English Language, is “1. a young person, esp. a teenage girl, who is an ardent admirer of rock 

musicians and may follow them on tour. 2. An ardent fan of a celebrity or of a particular activity” 

(Rhodes, 2001, 198). Webster’s makes no mention of sexual activity within this definition, yet at 

some point in the 1960s the definition evolved to mean a young girl or woman who slept with rock 

and roll musicians. Lisa Rhodes’ entry for “groupie” in The Grove Dictionary of American Music 

notes that the term first appeared in print on June 16th 1966 in a Village Voice article written by 

Richard Goldstein, and in that same year the band The Mothers of Invention wrote a song called 

“Groupie Bang Bang.”1 By the time groupies were appearing in the media, the word was a label, 

with a connotation for promiscuous girl or woman hanging around rock music, reducing them to 

sexual objects. 

 A few years later, Rolling Stone released their now-famous issue “The Groupies and 

Other Girls” on February 15th, 1969. This was promoted in a New York Times advertisement: 

“when we tell you what a Groupie is, will you really understand… Groupies are the all-purpose 

girls who pursue the rock and roll stars from dressing room to dressing room, and from motel to 

motel” (Wolman, 2015, 174). Curiously, the issue of Rolling Stone fails to definitively define what 

                                                
1 Written for the album Freak Out! (Wolman, 2015, 174). An example of lyrics: “Byrds and Stones dig the way she 
dance / And ev’ry damn one gets in her pants / Paul McCartney and Ringo too / Say she balls1 better than Epstein 
do.” (Zappa Wiki Jawaka) 



a groupie is, instead opting to lump a large number of women (and a handful of men) who were 

all around the rock and roll scene of the late 60s into one category. Some people interviewed did 

not identify as a groupie, or engage in sexual activity with musicians and their crew. Rolling Stone 

assigned the groupie label to these music fans regardless of who they were.2 The cover story for 

“The Groupies and Other Girls”, along with the profiles on select groupies, muddies ones 

understanding of the term “groupie” even more. Staff photographer Baron Wolman reflects on his 

work saying: “I have no idea where the word came from… When did they start being called 

groupies?” (Wolman, 2015, 174). Why was Rolling Stone advertising a groupie narrative that 

pushed the belittlement and dehumanization of these fans when it appears that even the creative 

minds behind the issue did not fully understand groupies?  

 In American cultural studies, scholars have been working to explore the phenomenon 

around “groupie” - what it means, how it is used, and who it applies to. Norma Coates looks at 

groupies - and their predecessors, teenyboppers (generally a younger, non-sexualized adoring 

female fan) - in relation to rock music through abject displacement and the process of othering3. 

Arguing that mass culture in the 1960s was considered feminine, so to adequately rebel against it 

rock music had to be masculine and also had to rebel against anyone who would challenge that 

masculinity. Women were still required to be around rock music to reinforce this, but they were 

reduced to the roles of adoring subjects (teenyboppers) or sexual objects (groupies). Rock evolved 

out of women, and then worked to keep them “as low Others” who were to be “actively disdained 

and kept in their place” (Coates, 2003, 67). Were, and are, women aspiring to be with musicians 

because this is how they have been told they should act to be allowed back in to rock music? 

                                                
2 Catherine James later said it wasn’t pitched as a groupie issue, or else she wouldn’t have done it  
3 For more on “othering” see Valdivia 2017. 



 Scholar Kathryn Kerr Fenn examined in her dissertation the labor of groupies, and 

how they “sustained the rock and roll community” (Fenn, 2002, iv) while negotiating complex 

relationships not only with musicians but one another. Fenn also notes how the rise of the groupie 

ties in with the 1960s Counterculture movement. Groupies challenged societal and gender roles by 

chasing after the objects of their desire. Repeatedly, rock stars reported in Rolling Stone that 

groupies were “aggressive” and acted like men did in picking who they wanted to be with in both 

platonic and romantic ways, and then making that connection happen. Groupies experimented with 

bisexuality, homosexuality, as well as with drugs, and polyamorous non-nuclear family 

arrangements. With the rise in press coverage, groupies became celebrities in their own right 

through to the 1970s,4 and they contributed to normalizing radical behavior like being with 

numerous partners. Fenn grounds her work on groupies in women studies, and demonstrates how 

they touched American culture in various ways. 

 I’m with the Band: Confessions of a Groupie was published in 1987, and is the first 

in a line of memoirs from Pamela Des Barres, a self-identifying groupie of the 1960s and 70s and 

member of the all groupie band, The GTOs. Finally, groupies were being represented in media in 

a way that was not negotiated or told through a man, as scholar Lisa Rhodes took issue with in her 

dissertation. If being a groupie was a way for some women to gain freedom (to travel, to love, to 

perform, etc) and gain empowerment through those actions, then when Des Barres published her 

book it was an act of reclaiming the name “groupie”. She rewrote the narrative around both herself 

and groupies as a whole, and asserted that groupies were not being used by musicians, and they 

were not using them either; that groupies were there because of the music first and foremost. They 

saw themselves as a positive force in this music scene, not something shameful or negative as the 

                                                
4 In the late 1960s and after, numerous books, films, and articles covered groupies. There was even an all groupie 
band, the GTOs, which was featured in Rolling Stone. 



publicized label of “groupie” would have one think. Her book inspired other groupies to share their 

stories in the years since, which only further enriches the study of them (Larsen, 2017). 

 Rolling Stone’s 1969 groupie issue lightly touches upon male groupies, though none 

of the ones interviewed confess to sleeping with the artists and were reported to be far less in 

number than the women. According to one musician male groupies needed have something to offer 

the artists or crew as a “vaginal substitute” – like drugs. By saying the male groupies needed to 

prove their worth if they were not a potential partner, it reinforces the notion that a groupie is a 

sexual woman. However, not much research appears to be done on male groupies of the big names 

of the 60s and 70s so this needs to be further explored in American cultural and media studies. 

Specifically, how male groupies challenge gender roles, how men perform as groupies, queer 

groupies, men’s affectual relationship to the music and musicians, etc. If one does define groupie 

as someone who sleeps with bands, why are male groupies so under-reported? One can assume 

gay or bisexual relationships complicated rock’s relationship with masculinity. This begs the 

question: how do major players like Brian Epstein (the Beatles gay manager), Michael Alago (a 

gay Puerto Rican superfan/groupie who went on to work with Metallica and Johnny Rotten), and 

later Queen’s gay frontman Freddie Mercury complicate this idea of groupies, and who was and 

wasn’t one? What about female musicians, like Janis Joplin who said there weren’t enough male 

groupies to her liking? How does a male groupie for a female artist change the intersections of 

gender, affect and performance when considering the groupie? 

 Another potential area of expansion for the study of groupies goes back to questions 

about race, gender and performance referenced in Coates’ work on groupies, and general rock and 

roll history. In the 1950s and beyond, white men performed a style of music deemed racy and 

dangerous because it was from African American culture, and in doing so they mimicked African 



American women,5 since rock was born out of blues, jazz, and gospel music that women typically 

performed. This means white female groupies were having intense affectual experiences over 

white men who were mimicking the performances of African American men and women in rock 

music.6 According to Vh1’s rock-documentary on groupies Lets Spend The Night Together and 

1969’s Rolling Stone issue, Jimi Hendrix was the musician to “ball”. He reportedly remembered 

cities by the girls he met there, and the goal was to be remembered by Hendrix. This raises 

interesting questions about race relations in rock and roll, as rock came from African Americans 

and was turned into a genre for white men, only to have the holy grail for a white groupie be an 

African American man in the late 1960s. One could also look at this intersection with the likes of 

other artists of color like Chuck Berry, Michael Jackson, Prince, Fishbone, and more.  

 “Groupie” is a vague term with a negative connotation in 2017 due to media 

coverage still depicting them as women who sleep with bands.7 The increase in groupie-written 

memoirs and scholarly work around them aids in redefining the word in all its’ nuanced ways, yet 

this shift is not reflected in mainstream understandings of the word. People use the word “groupie” 

as a label for an obsessive fan, a fan who follows musicians on tour, a fan who sleeps with 

musicians, or for a woman, rarely a man, whose purpose backstage is unknown – and presumed to 

be for sex. Men are still called groupies, though it seemingly occurs less often and the title does 

not imply any romantic or sexual relations with the artists. The label of “teenybopper” for a 

desexualized yet still intense fan has gone down in use, but it has been replaced with words like 

                                                
5 African American women are finally being acknowledged for their work in developing rock and roll music. In 
2018, Sister Rosetta Tharpe – considered the “godmother of rock and roll” with her music in the late 30s and 40s – 
will be honored by the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.  
6 In very early days of the genre, bands cared less about disguising their performance as original and covered 
countless African American artists – charting with them when the original songwriter or performer did not. 
7 See the films Almost Famous and The Banger Sisters. 



“fangirl” (Duffett, 2013). 8 Recently the word “stan”9 has become a popular label for passionate 

fans, and this word comes from the hip-hop song by Eminem of the same name. It makes one 

wonder if the label of “fan”10 is too broad and plain, given the fact that anyone could be a called a 

fan just by liking a page on Facebook. 

  

                                                
8 “Fangirl: a female fan… marked out by her public enthusiasm. Fangirl is also used as a verb (‘she fangirled that 
writer’). The term raises issues of both gender and maturity. It therefore stereotypes fans, but also has been ‘rescued’ 
by some as a proud self-designation” (Duffett, 2013, 293) 
9 According to some fans, or stans, this word is the combination of “stalker” and “fan”, and are a stereotype of a 
“pathological fan” (Cox, 2017). 
10 For more on “fan,” see Jenkins 2017. 
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